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Problem
Market Requirements Design Inputs

A lightweight device that does not interfere with the 
normal range of motion.

Device dimensions: >100mm x 60 mm & Device weight: 
> 1 kg.

The device is able to resist moisture. Can withstand a minimum of 50 liters of water sprayed at 
a pressure of 50 for 5 minutes.

Operate for an adequate number of sessions per 
week on a single charge without external cords. 

Use a rechargeable battery as a wireless power source 
with battery power to operate for 1 hour.

Targeted vibration stimulation to receptors on the 
lower leg.

Use 20-300 Hz frequency vibration delivered to the 
Achilles tendon and the long flexor muscle.

Pair wirelessly to play music on the therapy device. Using Bluetooth technology to synchronize music in the 
form of vibrational rhythm.
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SummaryVerification
# Verification Tests Test Result

1 Dimensions & Weight ~89mm x 58mm x
29mm & ~88 grams

2 Stopwatch Test ~0.66
seconds 

3 Oscilloscope Test 40-130 Hz

4 Ingress Protection Test IPX4 Satisfied 

5 Battery Discharge &
Consumption Test ~22 Hrs

6 Biocompability Test Passed
 

Measured Width: 58mm Solidworks 

Measured Length: 89mm

Figure 5:
Measurement Test 
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There are 1,000,000 people in the U.S. currently
affected by Parkinson’s Disease

More than 60,000 more people are diagnosed each
year. 

Patients currently do not have access to treatments
such as vibration therapy outside of clinical settings. 

Vibeplate: A whole-body vibration stimulation that has external
attachments and is heavy without the use of music therapy. 
The Previous Model: A electrical and vibrational stimulation that uses
Bluetooth connection and music, but was not functional for an hour
without a limited range of mobility. 

Figure 2: Vibration Device 

Figure 1: Current Modality- Vibeplate

Table 1: Most Critical Market Requirements and Design Inputs of the Project

Device is positioned to target lower leg around the ankle.
Total Project Cost was ~$174. 

Create a system to change vibration intensity 
Create a feedback mechanism 
Make the device more user-friendly 
Multiple motors 
Improve the device and circuitry's dimensions and weight.

We created a lightweight, portable therapeutic wearable device that conducts low frequency
vibration in the form of musical rhythm via Bluetooth.

Future Work that should be done to improve the device: 

The case was manufactured by the team utilizing the Creality Ender 3 printer and PLA Filament, a process
that took place on two different days. On the first day, the top portion was executed and lasted 4 hours, the
second day the bottom portion took 7 hours to be completed.

The circuitry was assembled with a Peak Detector integrated along with a low pass filter and an amplifier on a
LM358 chip, designed to filter, amplify and detect low frequency (20-300 Hz) peaks using potentiometers and
adjusting their calibration to acquire a clear and precise signal. The low frequencies are then trans mitted to
the second chip, TL 494, which captures the signal and acts as a comparator to convert the AC signal into the
DC signal the vibration motor understands. 
Many of the components needed were provided, an oscilloscope, a function generator, a DC Power supply
machines were borrowed for testing and measuring critical values, such as frequency and voltage. A
soldering iron, tin wire, a Dremel, and a voltmeter were also utilized in the process of manufacturing. Wireless
headphones were implemented because one of them was added to the circuit as a music signal transmitter
and the other one left for the user to listen to the songs simultaneously. 
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Patients with Parkinson Disease’s (PD) have impaired motor function
due to deterioration of dopamine levels resulting in an increased risk of
falling and difficulty walking. 

Figure 3: Device Circuitry Figure 4: Assembled Device
and Carrier 

Table 3: Verification Tests and Results

Figure 7: Battery Discharge GraphFigure 6: Oscilloscope Test

 

The average current the circuitry was pulling was
89.306 mA. There are 2 batteries being used with each
having a capacity of 982 mAh each obtained by the
battery discharge test, giving a total of 1964 mAh. By
dividing the total mAh by the current readings we obtain
the hours the circuitry can operate. The total average
time of operation with the batteries being used for this
circuitry is 21.97 hours

The average measurements of the case were about
89x58x29 mm which was under the constraint of
90x60x30mm. The weight was also on average 88 grams
which is much lower than 1 kg. 

The Frequency that was outputted by the device was
measured as the music played. The range of the
frequency measured was between 40-130 Hertz. This
falls within our range of 20-300 Hz.


